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Econometric Analysis in FTC v. Staples
Jonathan B. Baker
Econometric evidence played an important part in the litigation of the Federal Trade

Commission's (FTC's) successful challenge to the proposed merger of Staples and Office
Depot. In this article, the author describes the motivation and methods behind the FTC's
econometric analyses of pricing. He also sets forth lessons for the process of relying on
econometric evidence in merger investigations.

In mid-1997, a federal district court in Washington, DC,

the merging superstore chains both moved stores into "price

granted the Federal Trade Commission's (FTC's) zones" with lower prices in response to entry by rival super-

request for a preliminary injunction blocking the pro- stores but not in response to new competition by other retailposed merger of Staples and Office Depot (Federal Tradeers (Staples 1997a, pp. 1077-78). Thus, both firms place
Commission v. Staples, Inc. [hereafter, Staples] 1997a). The locations free from competition from other superstores in
transaction would have combined two of the nation's three
price zones termed "noncompetitive" without regard to
leading office superstore chains. The firms chose not to pur- whether other retailers nearby sell office supplies (Staples
sue the case further after the preliminary injunction was 1997a, pp. 1077, 1079). The court relied heavily on this documentary evidence in explaining its decision to grant the
issued, thus giving up on their efforts to merge.
FTC's motion for a preliminary, injunction.
Econometric evidence was also an important part of the
case for both sides in the litigation. The FTC confirmed what
The FTC presented extensive documentary evidence from
the documents showed through a systematic empirical study
the merging firms' files at the preliminary injunction hearof Staples's pricing, presented in court by Professor Orley
ing. These documents demonstrated that the two superstore
Ashenfelter, the FTC's econometric expert. The FTC also
chains charge lower prices for consumable office supplies in
presented an econometric study of the rate that Staples historcities where they directly compete, relative to prices in cities
ically passed through cost savings to consumers in the form
where the merging firms do not face each other head to
of lower prices. For their part, the merging firms offered alterhead. The documents also showed that superstore competinative statistical analyses of pricing, as well as econometric
tion is the main reason for this pricing policy. For example,
studies of the determinants of Staples price-cost margins and
the effect on revenues at Staples stores of nearby store openings by possible rivals. This article describes the motivation
JONATHAN B. BAKER is Director, Bureau of Economics, Federal
and methods behind the FTC's econometric analyses.
Trade Commission. The views expressed are not necessarily those
of the Commission or any individual Commissioner. This article
revises and extends remarks originally presented at a program
The Importance of the Staples Case
sponsored by the Economics Committee of the American Bar
The
Association's Antitrust Section on July 18, 1997, at the Willard federal antitrust enforcement agencies, the FTC and the
Department of Justice, review thousands of mergers and
Hotel, Washington, DC. This article reflects in large part the work

The Role of Econometric Evidence

of many others. For insight into econometrics in particular,acquisitions
the
each year. In fiscal year 1998, for example,
author is indebted to Professor Orley Ashenfelter; his colleague
4728 transactions were reported pursuant to the premerger
David Ashmore; and the Bureau of Economics econometrics team,
notification requirements of the Hart-Scott-Rodino Antitrust
which was led by Suzanne Gleason and included Daniel Hosken,
Improvements Act. Compared with this figure, merger litiJohn Howell, Signe-Mary McKernan, Mark Williams, and Deputy

gation is extremely rare. Only a small fraction of reported
transactions is investigated in depth; many of these are not
would have been fruitless without support from George Pascoe and
challenged, and most of the rest are allowed to proceed folothers in the FTC's Office of Information and Technology Manlowing
a consent settlement requiring a limited divestiture.
agement. This article's focus on econometrics is not intended
to
The two federal antitrust agencies together litigate only a
downplay the contributions of the other economists working on the
handful of merger challenges annually, and private litigation
case. These included Associate Director Gary Roberts, who quarterbacked the entire Bureau of Economics effort; Assistant Direcor state enforcement actions are equally infrequent. In such
tor Timothy Deyak; Deputy Assistant Director Elizabeth Callison;
circumstances, a single litigated decision can take on outlead economist Robert Levinson; visiting scholar Nancy Lutz, who
sized importance as a signal of trends in antitrust.
Assistant Director Michael Vita. The staff econometric efforts

led the Bureau of Economics efficiencies team; Oliver Grawe; and

To an investment banker, "[t]he 1997 challenge to the
Staples-Office
Depot merger was a particularly dramatic
Warren-Boulton. The Commission economists on the case worked
showstopper, a sign of the [government's] new assertive
closely with many FTC attorneys, especially the FTC's lead counsel, Senior Deputy Director George Cary of the Bureau of posture and of the courts' willingness to block a deal"
the FTC's principal economic expert in court, Dr. Frederick

Competition.

Vol. (18) 1
Spring 1999, 11-21

(Wasserstein 1998, p. 748). Within the antitrust community,
the Staples litigation was important because it put into play
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Initial econometric estimates made during the FTC's
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Pricing Studies

data.

The main object of the econometric analyses of pricing
Most of the econometric effort in the investigation and litiwas to determine how Staples' prices varied from one store
gation focused on studies of pricing. Indeed, the pricing
to the next or over time as the number of nearby Office
documents of the merging firms are what first attracted the
Depot stores varied. The pricing models employed inter-

nally by the FTC staff and those that the econometric
2This article focuses on the empirical studies introduced by the FTC's
econometric witness, so it does not discuss the stock market "event study"
prepared by the FTC's economic expert. Nor does it discuss two econometric analyses relied on by the defendants' economic expert: an analysis
of the relative reduction in revenues at the average Staples store when
office superstores and nonsuperstores opened locations nearby and an
analysis of the way Staples' gross margins varied with the extent of rivalry
from Office Depot.

3Stockkeeping units are the finely specified product definitions chosen
by a firm for internal inventory management uses. For example, a firm
might use different skus for red ink and blue ink models of a particular
brand and style of pen and different skus for the medium- and fine-point
models.
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When seeking to identify price effects of changing market
Table 1. Predicted Price Increases from the Staples-Office
structure from variation in pricing over time, the models
Depot Merger
included fixed effects for each store. The results of this pric-

Estimated Price

Increase* Forecasting Method
Noneconometric forecasts

(reported by FTC's economic expert)

5% to 10% Inference from internal Staples strategy
document.

ing analysis were used to simulate the effect of the merger
in two alternative ways. One procedure, proposed by the
defendants' economic expert, treated the merger as closing
down Office Depot stores near Staples stores. The alternative approach took the view that the merger would convert
Office Depot stores into Staples stores.

approximately 9% Estimate from simple comparison of Cross-Section Versus Fixed-Effects Estimates
average price level in cities where Staples
competes with Office Depot with average
price level in cities without head-to-head

competition (not controlling for other

The FTC staff's initial analyses pooled what could be
learned by comparing prices across the stores in the sample

with what could be learned by comparing price changes

over time as more superstores enter a market. (The data set
was a panel; it followed individual stores over time and thus
included multiple observations on each store.) In the data,
Simulations based on econometric analyses
pricing across markets varied more than pricing over time,
(reported by FTC's econometric expert)
so the estimates using pooled data were dominated by comCross-section versus fixed-effects estimates
parisons across markets. Accordingly, at the beginning of
7.1% Cross-section estimate, controlling for the
the investigation, the FTC staff essentially was employing a
presence of nonsuperstore retailers.
cross-sectional statistical approach that adopted the perspec7.6% Fixed-effect estimate based on a model
tive crossof the merging firms' documents. The effects of comsimilar to the model generating the
section estimate.
petition between Staples and Office Depot were determined
variables affecting price).

by comparing the price Staples charged at stores facing
Correcting problems with the opposing expert's empirical study

competition from nearby Office Depot stores with the price
approximately 1% Replication of model introduced by Staples charged at stores free from Office Depot rivalry.
merging firm's economic expert.
The FTC staff's internal cross-sectional estimates were
2.5% to 3.7% Model introduced by merging firms' eco- similar to the cross-sectional estimates that the FTC's
nomic expert, adjusted by adding a variable based on the number of Office Depot
stores within the metropolitan statistical

area.

econometric expert later reported. Prices were substantially

lower where Staples competed with Office Depot, and a
merger between the two likely would enable Staples to raise

average
price of consumable office supplies by more
6.5% to 8.6% Model introduced by merging the
firms'
eco7%. Similarly, analysis of pricing data from Office
nomic expert, adjusted by adding than
a metropolitan statistical area-based Office
Depot showed that competition from Staples kept Office

Depot variable and estimated on a nationDepot's price low. Because demand elasticities differ across

wide sample (including observations
in prices for some goods would be expected to rise
products,
by more than the average price increase of approximately
excluded by merging firm's economic
7%, and prices for other products would rise by less. For

California and elsewhere that had been

expert).

Pooled nationwide sample versus regional samples

example, the average simulated price increase at Staples
stores for a price index limited to what Staples termed

"price-sensitive items" (such as copy paper, popular brands
of pens, and one-third cut file folders) was more than double the predicted increase for the consumable office supply
9.8% Weighted average of two regional estimates (California locations and the rest of
price index as a whole. Similarly, prices in some geographic
the United States) using the same model.regions would be expected to rise by more than this nation-

7.6% Fixed-effect estimate previously reported,
estimated over a nationwide sample.

wide average, as was found in other econometric results

described subsequently.
*Average Staples price increase nationwide for consumable office supplies
in overlap markets.
In discussing this approach

with the merging firms, the
firms stressed that, in determining the effects of Office
Depot on Staples pricing, it was necessary to control for
experts for both sides adopted were reduced-form price
potential rivalry by nonsuperstore vendors of office supplies

equations, which explained Staples prices by variables
such as discount mass merchandisers (e.g., Wal-Mart),
treated as exogenous or predetermined (Gleasonwarehouse
and
club stores (e.g., Price Club), and computer

Hosken 1999). These included variables reflecting the numsuperstores. This was not actually a criticism of the FTC's
ber and identity of nearby office superstore rivals, reflecting
approach because the FTC staff had evaluated that possibilthe number and identity of potential nonsuperstore rivals
ity from the start, notwithstanding the extensive documen(discount mass merchandisers, warehouse club stores, tary
and evidence that the merging firms treated nonsuperstore

computer superstores), and accounting for exogenous deterrivalry as only secondary in importance to superstore

minants of cost and demand (such as paper pricesrivalry.
and
Indeed, all the FTC's regression models-those

"fixed-effect" indicator variables for each sample period).
specified internally as well as those specified by the FTC's
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the sample.for
By including store fixed effects, comparisons
econometric expert-included variables to of
account

of prices across stores effectively are removed from the
potential rivalry by firms other than superstores.4
sample;
the estimated effect of Office Depot rivalry on StaThe main criticism of the FTC staff's initial
empirical
ples pricing
comes solely from pricing variation within marapproach offered by the merging firms and their
economic
ketswas
over biased
time. Accordingly, if the fixed-effects model gives
expert was that the cross-sectional comparison
similar estimates
to the cross-section model, the relationship
toward finding a greater price effect of head-to-head
com-

observed
the cross-market comparisons is unlikely to
petition than actually existed. They insisted
that in
Staples
haveother
been biased
by the failure to control for unobservable
prices were high in single superstore markets and
mar-

cost variation
across stores.
kets where Office Depot did not compete because,
on averThis
test
could
age, costs other than those the FTC could measure and con-not be definitive, however, because the
difference
between the cross-section and fixed-effects estitrol for in the equations, perhaps resulting from
local zoning
mates
does
measure cleanly the magnitude of the omitprovisions or congestion, were high in those markets. not
They
ted
variable
bias
asserted that these higher costs simultaneously
led
Staples
toin the cross-section regression. Fixedeffects models
tend to exaggerate "errors-in-variables" bias,
raise the price higher than what it charged elsewhere
and
which is the difficulty in detecting statistically the influence
discouraged Office Depot from entering.
of an explanatory
variable when that variable is measured
On the surface, this argument seemed plausible.
It is a
with
(Ashenfelter and Kreuger 1994; Griliches 1979;
common criticism of cross-sectional studies
toerror
question

whether the results are biased because the econometrician
Griliches andisHausman 1986). The measurement error at

could be technical (e.g., recording the wrong opening
unable to observe and control for important issue
differences
across markets, and those differences are correlated
date forwith
Officethe
Depot stores) or conceptual (e.g., weighting

nearby
andpp.
distant Office Depot locations improperly in
variables whose effect is at issue (Hsiao
1986,
computing
variable intended to reflect the intensity of
206-208). And if prices were at cost in all markets,
asa the

rivalry
with
Office Depot).5 Thus, if the fixed-effects
merging firms contended, the only way the
FTC
could
regression showed
observe higher prices in markets with less superstore
com- that rivalry from Office Depot had less
influence
on Staples pricing than appeared in the crosspetition is if the costs it was unable to control
for were
section
regression,
higher in those markets. Unfortunately for the
parties,
this there were two possible explanations:
(1) their
The cross-section
results were biased upward because
theoretical possibility had negligible support in
docucorrelated with Staples pricing and Office
ments. The FTC's extensive review turned upcost
no variables
evidence
Depot entry
were omitted from the cross-section equation or
of important unobservable cost variables affecting
pricing,
(2) The fixed-effects
except in one city. On the basis of these documents,
which results were biased downward because
the variables
controlling for the extent of rivalry from Office
did not support the merging firms' claims, the
FTC staff
believed that omitted variables did not bias its cross-section
Depot measured that rivalry with error. If the first explanation is correct, the test is accurate, revealing a bias in the
econometric analyses.
cross-section
estimates.6 If the second explanation is corThe merging firms' economic expert sought
to test the
the test of whether the cross-section results were biased
omitted variable bias hypothesis statistically, rect,
notwithstandis flawed.
ing the absence of support for that theory in the
pricing doc-

Wellestimates
before the FTC decided to challenge this transacuments. He proposed to compare the cross-section
tion, the defendants' economic expert estimated that the
effects model incorporates indicator (or dummy) variables merger would raise Staples' prices slightly less than 1%
for the individual stores. It controls for the possibility of when the effect of rivalry from Office Depot was measured
omitted variable bias because the unobservable costs, whose

with those derived from a fixed-effects model. The fixed-

variation across regions allegedly were affecting both Staples pricing and rival entry decisions, were likely not to vary

over time at any one location. That is, if roads were congested or zoning approvals difficult to obtain in some area at
the beginning of the sample, these local features were likely
to continue to be observed 18 months later. In such circum-

5Moreover, the timing of the effect of entry is difficult to date conceptu-

ally, even if the day the first Office Depot store opened is known. On the
one hand, Staples may lower price at a store in anticipation of an Office
Depot opening nearby. On the other hand, Staples may delay reducing price
until many Office Depot locations have opened nearby and the rival superstore chain achieves a substantial local presence. This difficulty could mean
that fixed-effects estimates that treat the appearance of a sole nearby Office

stances, the effect of rivalry from Office Depot on Staples Depot store as entry with full effect on the day of the store opening would
appear to have far greater precision than they possess. The other variables
pricing can be isolated by determining what happened to
in the data set associated with a Staples store newly facing Office Depot
Staples prices in locations where Staples stores were free or
competition typically would not change between the week or month before
largely free from such competition at the beginning of the the Office Depot entry and the date that entry is recorded. In consequence,
sample but faced more nearby Office Depot stores at the end the fixed-effects model improperly could treat the difference in the price at
the nearby Staples store over that week or month as an extraordinarily pow-

erful natural experiment that reveals the significance of Office Depot
4With such models, the FTC found that firms other than superstores pro-rivalry.
vided little competitive constraint on Staples pricing. At the trial, the FTC's 6The merging firms' economic expert offered a formal specification test

economic expert relied on simulations performed for him by the FTC'spurporting to show that a cross-section analysis was biased. The test in
econometric expert to make that point as one justification for excludingeffect operated by comparing cross-section results with those derived from
consumable office supplies sold through nonsuperstore retailers from the a fixed-effects model assumed to be specified correctly. However, the
product market. These simulations included estimates of the price effect offixed-effects model employed by the merging firms' economic expert was
reducing the market presence of each potential nonsuperstore rival individ-specified incorrectly, as discussed subsequently. In consequence, the proually, as well as simulations of the price effect of merging all three super-posed specification test could not test whether cross-section regressions
were appropriate.
stores into a hypothetical monopolist.
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the
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from
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1%
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a
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6.5
and
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range of 6.5% to 8.6% (depending on how the transaction
The most problematic
involved
15 or 16 Caliwas modeled in the simulation).
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first
problem
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(Staples 1997b, The
pp. 48-49,merging
71-88). The merg- firm
type of conceptual measurement
firms' expert offered
three
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presence
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similarly, the presence of all
other
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potential
described the excluded
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1997b, pp. one
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in the
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andcompetitive
Santa Cruz (Staples 1997b, signif
pp.
implausible approach for capturing
the
79-80).
Second, he said
he identified
the stores
on the
basis
cance of rivalry from Office
Depot,
but
it did
not
share
t
of observing that
less than four computer
superstores
perspective of the documentary
evidence
that
the could
merg
be found within
20 or 25 miles (Staples encompassin
1997b, p. 49) but did
firms established price zones
commonly
not use this criterion
to separate
rural from urban
stores in
entire metropolitan areas within
which
prices
were
near
non-California markets (Staples
1997b, pp. 74-75).
he
uniform. (Metropolitan area-wide
pricing
is Third,
plausib
testified that
exclusion ofthe
these stores
was justified
because
because many advertising media
reach
entire
metropo

Staples executives
told him that
these stores
tan area.) Professor Ashenfelter
showed
that
it behaved
wasdifferstatis
ently (Staples 1997b, pp. 49, 71). Yet he did not adopt a consistent method of treating stores he believed behaved differ7The FTC's expert presented estimated price effects exclusively for

overlap markets. The defendants' expert calculated price effects both for
overlap and all markets. All the estimates discussed in this article are for
overlap markets.

ently. When the defendants' expert concluded that the
remaining California stores behaved differently than the rest
of the United States, he chose to analyze them separately
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stores
but rarely as many as five. Yet Office
rather than exclude them (Staples 1997b, Depot
p. 48).
Innearby,
addition,
Depot
has more
than five locations in many metropolitan
though he excluded these 15 or 16 stores
when
conducting
areas
(including
substantially more than five locations in
pricing analyses, he did not exclude them
from
his analysis
Los Angeles).
To simulate
the merger in MSAs with large
of Staples' price-cost margins (Staples 1997b,
pp. 77,
88).
numbers of expert
Office Depots
The main response of the defendants' economic
to using a fixed-effects model, it is
necessary
extrapolate the regression model out of sample,
Professor Ashenfelter's demonstration of
thesetoproblems
adding to the
uncertainty
of the predictions. When large prewith the expert report introduced by the defense
was
to argue
dicted
effects result
that the FTC's expert had inappropriately
included
data from
for this procedure, it is nevertheless
reasonable
to conclude
that the merger would create a powCalifornia stores in the same regression model
with
the data
for the rest of the United States because a statistical test
erful incentive to raise price.
The second issue was the potential endogeneity of entry.
(Chow test) showed that the two subsamples behaved differently. The FTC's econometric expert agreed in principle but The regression model treats the addition of a store by Stademonstrated that this criticism did not overturn his conclu- ples or any of its potential rivals as an exogenous event,

sion that simulations of the merger using the fixed effect unrelated to the price Staples charges. Yet it is possible that
regression model suggest that prices would rise on average a high Staples price encourages expansion and entry by Stamore than 6% in overlap markets. When he adjusted his ples and perhaps other firms as well. The defendants' ecomethodology to address this concern, he actually found nomic expert raised this possibility as one reason the FTC
higher simulated price increases than before. The adjustment expert's results might be biased but did not press the point.8
involved estimating the regression model separately for the When a similar issue arose in another setting, correcting for
two relevant groups of stores (the California locations in the endogeneity in reduced-form price equations was found to
subsample identified by the defendants' expert and the rest raise the predicted price effect of increased concentration
of the United States), simulating the price effect separately substantially (Evans, Froeb, and Werden 1993). The FTC
for each subsample, and computing a nationwide average as staff had preliminary results, not part of the trial record, that
a weighted average of the two regional estimates. For exam- corrected for this problem by using instrumental variables to
ple, the FTC's expert originally reported simulations using estimate the regression model. The number of Staples stores
one regression model that generated a 7.6% average price and Office Depot stores near a given Staples location were
increase. Using the alternative methodology that responded treated as endogenous. The instruments were based on popto the criticism of pricing data across regions, the same ulation of the MSA in which the store was found (a measure
model implied a nationwide average price rise of 9.8%, more of the size of market), the number of outlets the superstore

than two percentage points higher. (The simulated price chain had in other MSAs in the state (a measure of geo-

increase from merger was 17.4% for the California locations graphic proximity to the superstore chain's existing locaand 5.0% for the rest of the United States, leading to a tions), and interactions among these variables. Regressions
weighted average 9.8% estimate for the nation as a whole.) estimated using these instruments led to simulated price
The merging firms and their expert also argued that these increases roughly double those based on regressions that
simulations overstated the likely price increase from the were estimated using ordinary least squares.
The third issue was whether fixed effects are the best way
merger because the regression models on which they were
based did not account for the reactions of superstore and to account for the possibility of omitted store-specific cost
nonsuperstore rivals, particularly the likely repositioning variables correlated with both Staples prices and Office

(expansion of office supply product lines) by secondary Depot entry. Both sides relied on models that used store

rivals such as Wal-Mart, Kmart, Sam's Club, and Best Buy. fixed effects for this purpose. This modeling strategy
Yet the regression results and simulations derived from assumes that any such omitted variables do not vary over
them reflect the response of competitors as it was observed time. On the eve of trial, the defendants' economic expert
historically in the data. Consistent with this perspective, proposed instead accounting for omitted variables in a new
way, with store-specific time trends along with store fixed
Judge Hogan concluded that the absence of expansion by
secondary competitors to compete away high superstore effects. This is a more stringent test of whether the crossprices in cities with only one superstore in the past suggests section results are biased as a result of omitted cost variables
that such secondary competitors likely would not solve the than the fixed-effects model is, but it places an even greater
competitive problem in the future by repositioning in premium on measuring the independent variables properly.
response to the higher prices likely to result from the post- The defendants' expert found that using store-specific time
merger exercise of market power (Staples 1997a, p. 1088). trends cut the estimated price effect nearly in half. But
defendants did not offer any reason to suppose that omitted
Other Econometric Issues
cost variables would vary over time, linearly, at a different
rate from store to store; indeed, there was little reason to
Three other econometric issues involving the pricing studies
that omitted cost variables played an important role
were raised but not fully addressed by both sides undersuppose
the
Staples pricing in any case. Therefore, if adding storetime pressures of litigation. The first was the reliabilityinof
simulations out of sample, an issue that arose with the sim-

ulations both sides conducted that were based on fixed-

effects models. (In contrast, simulations based on cross-

8The defendants' expert did not include a variable reflecting the number

section models did not require out of sample predictions.)
of Staples stores near a given Staples store, though the FTC's expert did.
The inclusion or exclusion of this variable made little difference to the simDuring the less than two years in the data, any given Staples
ulation results.
store might observe the entry of a small number of Office
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specific time trends lowers
does not
the
requirepredicted
that the product market
impact
be defined; all that
of th
merger, it is likely that this
would
reflect
omitted
is required
is thatnot
whatever
the product market,
both Staples vari
ables but instead would result
and Office
from
Depot sell
exacerbating
within it. With the Office
errors-inDepot cost
variables bias.
variable in the equation, the Staples cost variable would pick
up only the effect of Staples-specific cost reductions.

Pass-Through of Cost Changes
The FTC's econometric expert also testified to a statistical
analysis of the rate at which Staples historically passed on
firm-specific cost reductions to consumers. The merging
firms' expert had framed the issue by asserting that Staples
typically reduced price by two-thirds of any cost reduction,
though he did not present a data analysis in support of this

conclusion. In response, the FTC's economic expert, Dr.
Frederick Warren-Boulton, pointed out the importance of
distinguishing between firm-specific and industrywide cost
shocks. He argued that the pass-through rate for industrywide cost savings was likely greater than the rate for firm-

specific savings; in the former case, competition would
force prices down. Yet the lower firm-specific rate was the
more relevant for analyzing a prospective merger, because
merger-specific efficiencies generally should be viewed as
firm-specific. Efficiencies must be merger-specific because
efficiencies that likely would have been achieved absent the

merger are not cognizable under the Horizontal Merger
Guidelines (U.S. Department of Justice and Federal Trade

Commission 1997, 4).

The results were striking. The Staples-specific passthrough rate was only 15%, much lower than the 57% figure
suggested by the first model or the 67% figure claimed by
the merging firms.11 In other words, if Staples costs fell

10% but its rivals' costs did not change, Staples would
lower price only 1.5%. As previously noted, Judge Hogan
relied on this estimate in concluding that the cognizable effi-

ciencies from the proposed merger would largely not be
passed on to consumers.

Marshaling Econometric Evidence
The FTC economic staff has conducted and reviewed

econometric studies and simulations (predictions) derived

from regression results in many merger investigations,
including Staples. This experience leads to three observations about the process of reviewing econometric studies
submitted to the FTC by the economists working with outside parties. Other questions a court should consider in evaluating the admissibility and probative value of statistical
evidence have been suggested by Rubinfeld (1985, p.1095;

1994, pp. 441-43).

The first observation grows out of a view of econometric
analysis as a way of summarizing data. From this perspective, regression results presented by interested parties are an
invitation to the FTC to interpret the data in a particular
manner, much as briefs and white papers submitted by outside parties synthesize a view of the documentary and testiStaples and Office Depot.9 Two regression models were monial evidence. When interested parties quote documents
estimated. The first related the Staples price to its own costs and testimony in a brief or white paper, they are, in effect,
and fixed effects for store, sku, and time.10 The coefficient asserting that if the FTC reviews the original source material (the full documents from which the quotes were selected
on the Staples cost variable in this model was .57. Because
variables were expressed in logarithms, this coefficient and the evidence not mentioned along with the cited eviseemed to imply that when Staples' costs fell by 10%, it his- dence), the FTC will interpret the body of facts in the way
torically reduced price on average by 5.7%, close to the two- they propose. That assertion is the most trustworthy when
thirds pass-through rate suggested by the merging firms. But the FTC has access to the documents and testimony that the
this historical average is not the right pass-through rate for parties reference, so the FTC staff can see for itself the conanalyzing the price effect of merger-specific cost savings text in which statements were made, study internal indicia of
credibility, and confirm key factual assertions.
because it combines the effects of industrywide and firmThis analogy suggests why it is important that interested
specific cost reductions.
parties submitting econometric studies make it possible for
To isolate the firm-specific pass-through rate, a measure
the FTC staff to understand what they have done, reproduce
of Office Depot costs was added to the regression model.
it, and satisfy itself that results are not sensitive to alternative
The Office Depot cost variable is thought of as a proxy for

The FTC's econometric expert, Professor Orley Ashenfelter, working with the FTC econometrics team, developed
a way to isolate empirically the firm-specific pass-through
rate (Ashenfelter et al. 1998). The data set employed for the
pass-through rate analysis included a measure of average
variable cost by sku and store for 30 products sold by both

industrywide costs; after all, if costs fell for all firms in the

specifications. When outside parties submit regression

industry, regardless of the market definition, they surely
would fall for both these firms. That is, the methodology

results, they are, in effect, asserting that if the raw data are
reviewed, the FTC staff will summarize it the same way the
outside parties see it. That claim is most credible when the
FTC staff has access to the raw data; understands how the

data
9Defendants mainly criticized this study for what they regarded
as a were collected and "cleaned" (corrected of obvious
small number and unrepresentative nature of the products in the sample.
anomalies such as missing observations or prices less than
For example, the sample disproportionately included pens. The number
of understands which observations were included in the
zero);
products was small because cost data were not available for most of the
products sold by both Staples and Office Depot. Even so, the data contained
in excess of 200,000 observations.
11The defendants' expert had gone through a similar exercise of matching those Staples and Office Depot skus for which cost data were available
101n some specifications of both models, right-hand variables reflecting
for a different purpose. When the FTC's model was reestimated on his
the presence of potential competitors (as employed in the pricing model)
product selections, the results were nearly identical: The Staples-specific
also were included. Doing so made virtually no difference to the coeffipass-through rate was estimated at 17% rather than 15%.
cients of the cost variables, the primary concern.
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Staples was an unusual case because so much pricing data
of his objections wherever possible."
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effect
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they had done
previously noted, the FTC's
expert
demon

strated that the nationwide simulation results were substan-

effectively in the past, that the merging firms sold close sub-

tially similar-indeed, more favorable to the FTC's posi-

stitutes in a concentrated market into which entry was not
easy? The force of this question was heightened by the 1997
revisions to the federal Horizontal Merger Guidelines (U.S.
Department of Justice and Federal Trade Commission 1997),
which expressly called for consideration of the possibility that
merger-related cost reductions would create an incentive to
reduce price that outweighed any incentive to raise price
resulting from the loss of competition. Could the antitrust

tion-when the model was estimated regionally to address

this criticism.

Pricing Data in Antitrust Merger
Analysis
It is unlikely that the FTC would have brought the Staples
case had the theory suggested by the documents not been
confirmed with systematic empirical evidence. The anticompetitive theory had to overcome a natural initial supposition that defendants would be able to show that they were
small players in a broad office-supply retailing product market characterized by easy entry and that they were merging
merely to achieve greater scale economies more rapidly than
internal growth would permit. Even though the party documents were inconsistent with this view, it was useful to confirm the anticompetitive theory with a systematic study of
industry pricing. Moreover, the FTC believed that its pricing
studies undermined defendants' ability to rebut the evidence
in their own pricing documents by asserting that the relationship the FTC alleged between Staples prices and rivalry

from Office Depot was merely a "nonsense correlation"
reflecting "cherry-picking" anecdotes.
Although the result in Staples does not discourage the continued use of econometric studies of pricing (and cost passthrough rate), it does not mandate any specific form for the
pricing analysis. Pricing studies in future cases may involve

simulations based on reduced-form price equations (the
methodology employed by both sides in Staples), but they may

instead (or also) involve simulations based on the estimation

of demand elasticities. Reduced-form price equations are
attractive for expositing in court the systematic determinants
of pricing because they relate price to market structure (concentration). The reduced-form pricing analyses conducted during the Staples investigation related price to market structure

in a more complex way than is done in traditional concentration-price studies (Weiss 1989). Consistent with the localized
competition perspective of the FTC's competitive effects theory, the econometric studies allowed for the possibility that
some rivals constrained Staples' pricing more than others.
Still, this methodology is, in a general way, sympathetic to the

structuralist perspective of the case law. However, demand

agencies demonstrate that competition likely would be
harmed when the merging firms sought to quantify the efficiencies from the transaction but when, unlike the situation in

Staples, the enforcement agencies could not quantify the
magnitude of the likely harm to competition?
These questions appear to have been answered in the affirmative in the recent decision in Federal Trade Commission
v. Cardinal Health, Inc. (1998). In that case, Judge Stanley
Sporkin issued a preliminary injunction barring two mergers
involving the four largest firms in the drug wholesaling
industry: Cardinal Health's acquisition of Bergen Brunswig

and McKesson's acquisition of AmeriSource Health. (The
two merger challenges were joined for trial.) During the
drug wholesaling merger litigation, neither the FTC staff nor
the merging firms introduced quantitative pricing analyses.
Rather, Judge Sporkin found compelling the evidence introduced by the FTC staff, based on the merging firms' own
internal documents and public statements, that the mergers
were intended to ease pricing pressures by removing excess
capacity from the marketplace. He also found that the firms
had the ability to engage in collusive pricing practices even
without the mergers and concluded that the transactions

would give them an increased ability to do so. The court was
convinced that significant efficiencies likely would result
from the proposed mergers, but it accepted the FTC's view
that the estimates of cost savings presented by the merging
firms were overstated; that they were largely not relevant
because, to a considerable extent, they could be achieved by
continued competition absent the mergers; and that for the
most part, they would not be passed on to consumers.
In analyzing these mergers, the antitrust enforcement
agencies and the courts sought to understand how the merging firms set prices, identifying which rivals each firm primarily competes with and what factors drive each firm's
pricing decisions, in order to assess how the change in mar-
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and Cures,"
ket structure arising from merger would Consequences,
affect prices
(orJournal of Industrial Economics, 41
(December), 431-38. If
other important dimensions of industry competition).
Federal
Trade Commission
v. Cardinal Health, Inc. (1998), 12 F.
Cardinal Health demonstrates that antitrust
merger
analysis
Supp.
2d 34 forecasts
(D.D.C.) (Sporkin, J.).
does not require quantitative and empirically
based
of future prices, then Staples highlights the
power
of suchv. Staples, Inc. (1997a), 970 F. Supp.
Federal
Trade Commission
evidence when it can be obtained and when it tells a clear
1066 (D.D.C) (Hogan, J.).
story consistent with the available documentary and testi-

(1997b), May 23, Trial Transcript.

monial evidence.

(1997c), May 21, Trial Transcript.
Finkelstein, Michael 0. (1978), Quantitative Methods in Law:
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